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The Stronghold
How Republicans Captured Congress but  

Surrendered the White House

THOMAS F. SCHALLER

In this keen analysis of the Republican 

Party’s transformation since the Reagan-

Bush era, a noted political scientist ex-

plains why the congressional wing of the 

party has eclipsed the presidential wing 

and what that augurs for Republicans, 

Democrats, and the nation. 
Paper   2016   320 pp.   15 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17204-1  $23.00

Cloth   2015   368 pp.   3 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17203-4  $35.00

The Killing Compartments
The Mentality of Mass Murder

ABRAM DE SWAAN

Eminent social scientist Abram de Swaan 
offers a sobering and incisive survey of 
genocide around the world, exploring why 
some regimes sanction mass murder and 
how they convince ordinary citizens to 
participate in the slaughter. 
Cloth   2015   344 pp.  
978-0-300-20872-6  $35.00

Underdog Politics
The Minority Party in the U.S. House of  

Representatives

MATTHEW N. GREEN

The commonly held belief that the minority 
party in the U.S. House of Representatives 
wields little or no legislative power is 
cogently disputed in this insightful study 
of partisan House politics and the inner 
workings of this famously contentious 
branch of the U.S. Congress. 
Paper   2015   288 pp.   18 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18103-6  $35.00

Sister Citizen
Shame, Stereotypes, and Black Women in America

MELISSA V. HARRIS-PERRY

This groundbreaking book brings to light 
derogatory stereotypes that shape the 
experiences of African American women, 
then assesses the emotional and political 
costs of the struggle to counteract such 
negative assumptions. 
Paper   2013   400 pp.   10 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18818-9  $18.00

Political TheoryPolitical Science

New in paper New

On Democracy
Second Edition

ROBERT A. DAHL; WITH A NEW PREFACE AND TWO 

NEW CHAPTERS BY IAN SHAPIRO

Written by the preeminent democratic 

theorist of our time, this new edition 

explains the nature, value, and mechanics 

of democracy.  
Paper   2015   272 pp.   

978-0-300-19446-3  $16.00

Democracy’s Beginning
The Athenian Story

THOMAS N. MITCHELL

A major scholarly survey of the origins and 
two-hundred-year history of the world’s 
first democratic government in ancient 
Greece explores Athenian democracy, 
from its roots in revolutionary movements 
of the seventh and sixth centuries B.C. to 
its eventual destruction, together with its 
legacy for the democracies of today. 
Cloth   2015   368 pp.   12 b/w illus; 5 maps 
978-0-300-21503-8  $40.00

The Paradox of Liberation
Secular Revolutions and Religious  

Counterrevolutions

MICHAEL WALZER

Michael Walzer examines the recent histo-

ries of India, Israel, and Algeria to explore 

why successful secular national liberation 

movements are so often  

challenged by militant religious revivals. 
Cloth   2015   192 pp.   

978-0-300-18780-9  $26.00

Why Nudge?
The Politics of Libertarian Paternalism

CASS R. SUNSTEIN

Based on studies in behavioral economics 

establishing that people often act counter 

to their own best interests, this highly 

provocative work by best-selling author 

Cass R. Sunstein argues strongly in favor 

of the regulation of personal behavior by a 

paternalistic “welfarist” government. 
the storrs lectures series 

Paper   2015   208 pp.   3 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21269-3  $16.00

Cloth   2014   208 pp.   3 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19786-0  $25.00

Recent & Classic Titles

New in paper

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300172041
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300172041
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300194463
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300194463
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300215038
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300187809
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300208726
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300181036
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300187809
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300188189
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Rethinking the  
Western Tradition

Recent & Classic Titles Recent & Classic Titles

The Bigot
Why Prejudice Persists

STEPHEN ERIC BRONNER

Renowned political theorist Stephen Eric 
Bronner offers a sobering and illuminating 
look at bigotry in the twenty-first century, 
particularly in the United States, exploring 
its abstract nature and complex connec-
tion to progress, as well as its relationship 
to right-wing politics. 
Cloth   2014   248 pp.   
978-0-300-16251-6  $40.00

Breaking Democracy’s Spell
JOHN DUNN

In this lively and provocative work of  

political theory, eminent scholar John Dunn 

boldly explores the flaws, misconceptions, 

and general dysfunction of the democratic 

form of government and argues that we 

who have been so gripped by democracy’s 

spell must now learn to break free of it. 
the henry l. stimson lectures series 

Cloth   2014   208 pp.   

978-0-300-17991-0  $35.00

Humanity
A Moral History of the Twentieth Century, 

Second Edition

JONATHAN GLOVER

Renowned moral philosopher Jonathan 
Glover confronts the brutal history of the 
twentieth century to unravel the mystery 
of why so many atrocities occurred. In 
a new preface, Glover brings the book 
through the post-9/11 era and into our 
own time. 
Paper   2012   496 pp.  
978-0-300-18640-6  $22.00

A Voice Still Heard
Selected Essays of Irving Howe

EDITED BY NINA HOWE; FOREWORD BY MORRIS 

DICKSTEIN

The book forms a bridge between the two 

parallel enterprises of culture and politics. 

It shows how politics justifies itself by 

culture, and how the latter prompts the 

former.  
Cloth   2014   416 pp.   6 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20366-0  $40.00

Political Theory

Utopia
Second Edition

THOMAS MORE; TRANSLATED AND INTRODUCED BY 

CLARENCE H. MILLER; WITH A NEW AFTERWORD BY 

JERRY HARP

Preeminent More scholar Clarence H. Miller 
does justice to the full range of More’s 
rhetoric in this masterful translation. In a 
new afterword to this edition, Jerry Harp 
contextualizes More’s life and Utopia within 
the wider frames of European humanism 
and the Renaissance. 

Paper   2014   232 pp.   2 illus. 

978-0-300-18610-9  $8.95

The Tyranny of the Moderns
NADIA URBINATI; TRANSLATED BY MARTIN THOM 

Respected political theorist Nadia Urbinati 

proposes a rejection of the “I don’t give a 

damn” ideal of contemporary individualism 

in favor of a more communitarian approach 

as a means of combatting the most radical 

risk currently imperiling modern democracy. 
Cloth   2015   224 pp.  

978-0-300-18277-4  $85.00

Selected Writings of Thomas Paine 
EDITED BY IAN SHAPIRO AND JANE E. CALVERT; WITH 

AN INTRODUCTION BY IAN SHAPIRO; WITH ESSAYS 

BY J. C. D. CLARK, JANE E. CALVERT, AND EILEEN HUNT 

BOTTING

Featuring the most authoritative texts 

available, this edition contains Thomas 

Paine’s essential works together with  

commentary that reflects the best  

historical thinking on this seminal figure  

in the American Revolution. 
rethinking the western tradition 

Paper   2014   720 pp.   

978-0-300-16745-0  $18.00

A Vindication of the Rights of 

Woman
MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT; EDITED BY EILEEN HUNT 

BOTTING; WITH ESSAYS BY RUTH ABBEY, EILEEN HUNT 

BOTTING, NORMA CLARKE, MADELINE CRONIN, AND 

VIRGINIA SAPIRO

A comprehensive new edition of Mary 

Wollstonecraft’s visionary eighteenth-

century feminist treatise—the first-ever 

argument for women’s rights as universal 

human rights. 
rethinking the western tradition 

Paper   2014   368 pp.   

978-0-300-17647-6  $15.00

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300162516
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300179910
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300186406
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300203660
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300186109
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300162516
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300182774
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300167450
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300176476
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300186406
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300179910
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300167450
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300203660
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Political History

New New

The American Census
A Social History, Second Edition

MARGO J. ANDERSON

The updated edition of what has become 
the standard social history of the census 
in the United States includes new 
information on recent controversies and 
innovations while providing an in-depth, 
scholarly appreciation of an important 
policy-making tool that reflects the 
extraordinary demographic character of 
the nation. 
Paper   2015   344 pp.   22 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-19542-2  $30.00

A Little History of the United States 
JAMES WEST DAVIDSON

As E. H. Gombrich brought the sweep 

of history alive in A Little History of the 

World, now James West Davidson explores 

the vast panorama of U.S. history to the 

delight of readers young, old, and in-

between.  
Cloth   2015   344 pp.   11 maps + 40 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18141-8  $25.00

Democracy and the Origins of the 
American Regulatory State
SAMUEL DECANIO

Based on exhaustive historical research 
into electoral politics, monetary policy, 
railroad regulation, the Treasury Depart-
ment, and the creation of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission, this provocative 
book argues that conservative politicians 
exploited high levels of voter ignorance 
to create the American regulatory state 
in the late nineteenth century to insulate 

politics from popular control. 
the institution for social and policy studies 

Paper   2015   336 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19878-2  $45.00

The President and the Apprentice
Eisenhower and Nixon, 1952–1961

IRWIN F. GELLMAN

In this deeply researched book, the author 
debunks many myths and offers new  
information concerning Ike’s role in 
bringing down Joseph McCarthy, Nixon’s 
foreign policy duties, the civil rights efforts 
of the president and the vice president, 
and much more. 
Cloth   2015   816 pp.   32 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18105-0  $40.00

The Maisky Diaries
Red Ambassador to the Court of St James’s, 

1932–1943

EDITED BY GABRIEL GORODETSKY

As Soviet ambassador to London from 
1932–1943, Ivan Maisky witnessed 
Britain’s drift to war at close quarters. 
Acutely observed and intensely readable, 
his recently discovered diaries reflect the 
diplomat’s remarkable access to the lead-
ing political and intellectual figures of the 
time, and their fateful decisions. 
Cloth   2015   632 pp.   72 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18067-1  $40.00

Stalin
New Biography of a Dictator

OLEG V. KHLEVNIUK; TRANSLATED BY NORA  

SELIGMAN FAVOROV

From the author whose knowledge of  

Soviet era archives far surpasses that 

of any other scholar, this engrossing 

biography reconstructs Stalin’s life and 

fully explores his crimes as the twentieth 

century’s most murderous dictator. 
Cloth   2015   408 pp.   21 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16388-9  $35.00

The Watershed of Modern Politics
Law, Virtue, Kingship, and Consent (1300–1650)

FRANCIS OAKLEY

The concluding volume of Francis Oakley’s 
authoritative trilogy on medieval political 
thought examines the riots, upheavals, 
and regicides of seventeenth-century 
Europe, maintaining that they represented 
a decisive repudiation of divine kingship 
and paved the way for the emergence 
of the fundamental tenets of modern 
Western politics. 
the emergence of western political thought in the 
latin middle ages 
Cloth   2015   440 pp.   
978-0-300-19443-2  $85.00

Our e-book editions are available 
from most major e-book stores, 
including the Amazon Kindle 
store, B&N’s Nook store, Google 
editions, Kobo, and Sony

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300195422
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300195422
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300180671
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300180671
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300181418
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300181418
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300163889
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300194432
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300163889
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300181050
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300181050
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Political History

New Recent & Classic Titles

JFK and LBJ
The Last Two Great Presidents

GODFREY HODGSON

In this lively insider’s view of presidents 
Kennedy and Johnson, a former White 
House correspondent explores the 
achievements of the two men and argues 
that one has been underrated while the 
other is all too often overrated. 
Cloth   2015   288 pp.   
978-0-300-18050-3  $28.00

The Grand Strategy of Classical 
Sparta
The Persian Challenge

PAUL A. RAHE

Historian Paul Rahe views the Greco-
Persian Wars of 2,500 years ago from a 
Spartan perspective, offering a bold new 
appreciation of the pivotal role Sparta’s 
strategies and tactics played in the defeat 
of imperial Persia, the mightiest empire of 
the ancient world. 
yale library of military history 
Cloth   2015   424 pp.   44 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-11642-7  $38.00

The Politics of Cultural Retreat
Imperial Bureaucracy in Austrian Galicia, 

1772–1867

IRYNA VUSHKO

The illuminating history of the well-inten-
tioned but generally misguided attempts 
of Austrian imperial officials to govern, 
remake, and modernize the Hapsburg 
crownland of Galicia in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. 
Cloth   2015   328 pp.   10 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20727-9  $85.00

Gulag Town, Company Town
Forced Labor and Its Legacy in Vorkuta

ALAN BARENBERG

A major work of cutting-edge historiography,  
Alan Barenberg’s history of Vorkuta, an 
arctic coal-mining outpost originally 
established as a prison camp complex  
during the Soviet Union’s Stalinist era, 
offers a radical reassessment of the  
infamous “Gulag Archipelago.” 
the yale-hoover series on stalin, stalinism,  
and the cold war 
Cloth   2014   352 pp.   15 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-17944-6  $65.00

Global Rules
America, Britain and a Disordered World

JAMES E. CRONIN

This penetrating history explores the 
United States and Great Britain’s “special 
relationship”—a partnership forged by a 
shared dedication to a new world order 
based on an open market economy—from 
the Cold War through the Age of Terror. 
Cloth   2014   416 pp.   
978-0-300-15148-0  $45.00

1940
FDR, Willkie, Lindbergh, Hitler—the Election 

amid the Storm

SUSAN DUNN

This spellbinding story of the Roosevelt-
Willkie election season explores the deep 
divisions in the United States on the eve 
of World War II, the pull of Lindbergh’s 
staunch isolationism, and the courageous 
candidates and politicians who forged 
crucial agreements across the aisle. 
Paper   2014   432 pp.   16 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20574-9  $20.00

Gathering Together
The Shawnee People through Diaspora and 

Nationhood, 1600–1870

SAMI LAKOMÄKI

This comprehensive book demonstrates 
how the interactions between the Shawnee 
peoples and arriving European colonists 
transformed the political realities and ideas 
of both groups, profoundly affecting the 
course of American history. 

the lamar series in western history; published in 
cooperation with the william p. clements center for 
southwest studies, southern methodist university 
Cloth   2014   344 pp.   12 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18061-9  $40.00

The Declaration of Independence  
in Historical Context
American State Papers, Petitions,  

Proclamations, and Letters of the Delegates  

to the First National Congresses

COMPILED, EDITED, AND INTRODUCED BY  

BARRY ALAN SHAIN

Letters, papers, petitions, and proclama-

tions from the mid-eighteenth century in 

the American colonies provide a radically 

different historical perspective on the  

Declaration of Independence. 
Cloth   2014   784 pp.  

978-0-300-15874-8  $125.00

Recent & Classic Titles

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300180503
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300180503
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300151480
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300205749
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300116427
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http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300180619
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300158748
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World Thought in TranslationPolitical History

 

Recent & Classic Titles Recent & Classic Titles

Famine Politics in Maoist China and 

the Soviet Union
FELIX WEMHEUER

An authoritative study of food politics, this 

provocative history uses famine as a lens 

to view the rise of the twentieth century’s 

premier socialist systems, providing a new 

approach to the study of world hunger. 
yale agrarian studies series 

Cloth   2014   344 pp.   5 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19581-1  $65.00

New Treatise on the Uniqueness of 

Consciousness
XIONG SHILI; TRANSLATED BY JOHN MAKEHAM

This masterwork of contemporary  

Buddhist thought is arguably the single most 

influential book of Chinese philosophy pro-

duced in the twentieth century, and is now 

available in its first English translation. 
world thought in translation 

Cloth   2015   416 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19157-8  $85.00

Initiative to Stop the Violence
Sadat’s Assassins and the Renunciation of Political 

Violence

AL-GAMA’AH AL-ISLAMIYAH; TRANSLATED BY  

SHERMAN A. JACKSON

A surprising repudiation of violent extremism 

and terrorist philosophy by al-Gama’ah al-

Islamiyah, the militant Islamic organization 

believed responsible for the assassination of 

Egyptian president Anwar Sadat. 
world thought in translation 

Cloth   2015   184 pp.   

978-0-300-19677-1  $85.00

The Art of Peacemaking
Political Essays by István Bibó

ISTVÁN BIBÓ; TRANSLATED BY PETER PÁSZTOR; EDITED 

AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY IVÁN ZOLTÁN DÉNES; 

WITH A FOREWORD BY ADAM MICHNIK

This magisterial compendium introduces  

audiences to the work of one of the foremost 

theorists and psychologists of twentieth-

century European politics and culture. 
world thought in translation 

Cloth   2015   488 pp. 

978-0-300-20378-3  $85.00 

An Uncanny Era
Conversations between Václav Havel  

and Adam Michnik

EDITED, TRANSLATED, AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION 

BY ELZBIETA MATYNIA

A remarkable series of political discussions 
between Czechoslovakian playwright and 
president Václav Havel and esteemed  
Polish journalist Adam Michnik—two  
of the leading intellectual icons of the 
revolution in Eastern Europe. 

Cloth   2014   264 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20403-2  $25.00

The Trouble with History
Morality, Revolution, and Counterrevolution

ADAM MICHNIK; EDITED BY IRENA GRUDZINSKA 

GROSS; TRANSLATED BY ELZBIETA MATYNIA,  

AGNIESZKA MARCZYK, AND ROMAN CZARNY 

Eastern European dissident Adam Michnik 

compares modern-day Poland to post-

revolutionary France in this profound and 

brilliant meditation on politics, morality, 

history, and the “virus of fundamentalism.” 
politics and culture 

Cloth   2014   208 pp.   

978-0-300-18597-3  $25.00

Patriotic Betrayal
The Inside Story of the CIA’s Secret Campaign 

to Enroll American Students in the Crusade 

Against Communism

KAREN M. PAGET

This riveting and revelatory true story 
recalls a stunning chapter in the history 
of U.S. intelligence, when the CIA used 
American college students as undercover 
agents in their covert campaign against 
communism during the Cold War. 
Cloth   2015   552 pp.   17 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20508-4  $35.00

Ukrainian Nationalism
Politics, Ideology, and Literature, 1929–1956

MYROSLAV SHKANDRIJ

This revealing analysis of the Organization 

of Ukrainian Nationalists argues that the 

previously ignored creative literature of 

interwar nationalism offers a key insight 

into nationalism’s potent mythmaking. 
Cloth   2015   344 pp.   

978-0-300-20628-9  $85.00

New

Recent & Classic Titles

http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300204032
http://yalebooks.com/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300195811
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Comparative Politics

New

Blood, Dreams and Gold
The Changing Face of Burma

RICHARD COCKETT

Former Southeast Asian correspondent  

Dr. Richard Cockett offers an in-depth 

look at the modern history of Burma and 

life under one of the world’s most brutal 

military dictatorships.  
Cloth   2015   296 pp.   20 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20451-3  $35.00

Sudan
Darfur and the Failure of an African State

RICHARD COCKETT

Drawing on interviews with many of 

the main players, the Africa editor of the 

Economist gives an absorbing account of 

Sudan’s descent into civil war and failure 

over the past fifty years. 
Paper   2016   328 pp.   30 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21531-1  $27.50

The Taliban Revival
Violence and Extremism on the Pakistan-

Afghanistan Frontier

HASSAN ABBAS

This authoritative account of the 
Taliban’s remarkable rebirth in Pakistan 
and Afghanistan traces the roots of the 
region’s Islamic extremism and examines 
the role of America’s political policies and 
strategic military decisions in enabling the 
troubling resurgence of the dangerously 
repressive fundamentalists. 
Paper   2015   296 pp.   16 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-21616-5  $22.00
Cloth   2014   296 pp.   16 b/w illus 
978-0-300-17884-5  $30.00

The South China Sea
The Struggle for Power in Asia

BILL HAYTON

In this lively account of simmering con-

flicts in the South China Sea, a journalist 

with long experience in Asia clarifies the 

region’s power rivalries, the impact of 

China’s ambitions, America’s interests, and 

the critical importance of efforts toward 

peaceful resolution, however elusive. 
Paper   2015   320 pp.   

978-0-300-21694-3  $23.00

Cloth   2014   320 pp.   

978-0-300-18683-3  $35.00

Brazil
The Troubled Rise of a Global Power

MICHAEL REID

Award-winning journalist Michael Reid  
offers a timely and insightful appreciation 
of the world’s fifth largest country, the 
South American giant Brazil—host of the 
2014 World Cup, the 2016 Olympics, and 
tipped to join China, Russia, and India  
as one of the world’s most dominant 
economic powers by the year 2030. 
Paper   2016   352 pp.   27 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-21697-4  $22.00

Stumbling Giant
The Threats to China’s Future

TIMOTHY BEARDSON

Countering the widespread assumption 
that China is poised to surpass the United 
States and rise to global supremacy, this 
book delineates the daunting array of 
challenges to China’s progress, from an 
aging population to a predominantly 
low-tech economy to inadequate policy 
responses. 
Paper   2014   528 pp.  
978-0-300-20532-9  $25.00

Democracy in Retreat
The Revolt of the Middle Class and the World-

wide Decline of Representative Government

JOSHUA KURLANTZICK

This thought-provoking book addresses a 

set of new and disturbing trends: democ-

racies around the world are losing ground, 

middle class support of democracy has 

waned, and autocracies are on the rise. 
council on foreign relations books 

Paper   2014   304 pp.   

978-0-300-20580-0  $22.00

New in paper

New in paper

Recent & Classic Titles

Our e-book editions are available 
from most major e-book stores, 
including the Amazon Kindle 
store, B&N’s Nook store, Google 
editions, Kobo, and Sony
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International RelationsComparative Politics

Recent & Classic Titles New in paper

Unbalanced
The Codependency of America and China

STEPHEN ROACH

This insightful book lays bare the pitfalls 

of the current economic codependency 

between the U.S. and China and describes 

new opportunities for improving both 

economies and their troubled relationship. 
Paper   2015   344 pp.   

978-0-300-21265-5  $22.00

Cloth   2014   344 pp.  

978-0-300-18717-5  $35.00

The Question of Intervention
John Stuart Mill and the Responsibility to 

Protect

MICHAEL W. DOYLE

Shedding new light on essential moral, 
foreign policy, and human rights issues, 
international relations theorist Michael 
W. Doyle cogently addresses one of the 
most complex and important concerns in 

today’s world: when or if a nation should 

intervene in another country’s affairs. 
castle lectures series 

Cloth   2015   288 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17263-8  $40.00

An Insider’s Guide to the UN
Third Edition

LINDA FASULO

In this third edition, prominent news 
correspondent Linda Fasulo updates and 
revises her lively, comprehensive, and 
authoritative guide to the United Nations, 
including candid insights from US and UN 
diplomats and officials as well as experts.  
Paper   2015   320 pp.   49 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20365-3  $20.00

Fragile Empire
How Russia Fell In and Out of Love with 

Vladimir Putin

BEN JUDAH

A journalist’s lively, inside account of 
Russian President Putin’s leadership, his 
achievements and failures, and the crisis 
he faces amidst rising corruption, govern-
ment dysfunction, and growing citizen 
unrest. 
Paper   2014   400 pp.   20 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20522-0  $22.00

Patterns of Democracy
Government Forms and Performance in Thirty-

Six Countries

AREND LIJPHART

In this updated and expanded edition of 

his classic text, Arend Lijphart offers a 

broader and deeper analysis of worldwide 

democratic institutions than ever before.  
Paper   2012   368 pp.   12 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17202-7  $26.00

A Different Democracy
American Government in a 31-Country 

Perspective

STEVEN L. TAYLOR, MATTHEW S. SHUGART, AREND 

LIJPHART, AND BERNARD GROFMAN

A unique and insightful view of Ameri-

can exceptionalism, this essential text 

examines the U.S. political system from a 

comparative point of view, analyzing how 

America’s democratic government differs 

from those of other democracies around 

the world. 
Paper   2014   392 pp.   17 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19808-9  $25.00

Great Game East
India, China, and the Struggle for Asia’s Most 

Volatile Frontier

BERTIL LINTNER

Bertil Lintner chronicles the volatile 

struggle for geopolitical supremacy that 

has set two powerful Asian giants, India 

and China, against one another in the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 
Cloth   2015   376 pp.   34 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19567-5  $35.00

The Second Arab Awakening
And the Battle for Pluralism

MARWAN MUASHER

A former Jordanian ambassador to the 

United States challenges the West’s  

assumptions about Arab politics and 

society and explains how all parties can 

encourage democracy, pluralism, and  

tolerance in the wake of the Arab Spring. 
Paper   2015   232 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21263-1  $20.00

Cloth   2014   232 pp.   1 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18639-0  $30.00

New

Recent & Classic Titles

New in paper
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Current EventsInternational Relations

Recent & Classic Titles New

Useful Enemies
When Waging Wars Is More Important Than 

Winning Them

DAVID KEEN

In this important book David Keen inves-
tigates the factors that cause and sustain 
wars and argues that in order to bring 
them successfully to an end we need to 
understand the complex interests on all 
sides. 
Paper   2014   304 pp.  
978-0-300-20543-5  $30.00

Failed Statebuilding
Intervention, the State, and the Dynamics of 

Peace Formation

OLIVER RICHMOND

This groundbreaking study explores the  

viability of statebuilding efforts and 

argues that failures stem from Western 

failure to understand what their intended 

beneficiaries actually want or need. 
Cloth   2014   296 pp.   

978-0-300-17531-8  $85.00

Charter of the United Nations
Together with Scholarly Commentaries and 

Essential Historical Documents

EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY  

IAN SHAPIRO AND JOSEPH LAMPERT

A concise, illuminating, and accessible 

introduction to the UN, this essential 

volume provides the full text of the United 

Nations Charter and the Statute of the 

International Court of Justice, as well as 

other related historical documents and 

commentary by distinguished authorities 

on the Charter and its legacy. 
basic documents in world politics 

Paper   2014   280 pp.   

978-0-300-18043-5  $20.00

Hun Sen’s Cambodia
SEBASTIAN STRANGIO

Australian journalist Sebastian Strangio 

explores the present state of Cambodian 

society under the leadership of Prime 

Minister Hun Sen, painting a vivid portrait 

of a nation steeped in corruption and 

struggling under a new form of repression 

less than four decades removed from the 

Khmer Rouge killing fields. 
Cloth   2014   344 pp.   33 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19072-4  $37.50

The Elements of Power
Gadgets, Guns, and the Struggle for a  

Sustainable Future in the Rare Metal Age

DAVID S. ABRAHAM

A natural resource strategist creates an 
unrivaled portrait of the rare metal trade, 
illustrating how growing demand for 
these ingredients, which are increasingly 
at the heart of electronic, military, and 
renewable-energy technologies, contrib-
utes to economic, environmental, and 
geopolitical instability. 
Cloth   2015   336 pp.   3 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-19679-5  $30.00

Do Guns Make Us Free?
Democracy and the Armed Society

FIRMIN DEBRABANDER

A respected philosopher fully examines 
the position of Second Amendment advo-
cates that the widespread proliferation of 
firearms is essential to American freedom, 
and offers a powerful argument that an 
armed society is not a free society. 
Cloth   2015   296 pp.   
978-0-300-20893-1  $30.00

Pax Technica
How the Internet of Things May Set Us Free or 

Lock Us Up

PHILIP N. HOWARD

A leading digital expert looks at the most 
powerful political tool ever created—the 
internet of things. He shows how it can 
be a tool for censorship and surveillance, 
or a means of promoting democracy and 
strengthening civic engagement around 
the world. 
Cloth   2015   352 pp.   
978-0-300-19947-5  $28.00

Plutocrats United
Campaign Money, the Supreme Court, and the 

Distortion of American Elections

RICHARD L. HASEN

Campaign finance reform is one of the 
most hotly contested issues in contem-
porary politics. As we brace for a flood of 
money in the 2016 elections, a leading 
expert on election law reframes the 
debate, proposing that the Supreme Court 
and society rethink the balance between 
political equality and free speech. 
Cloth   2016   264 pp.   2 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-21245-7  $32.50
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Current Events

New New in paper

An Argument Open to All
Reading “The Federalist” in the 21st Century

SANFORD LEVINSON

The Federalist has long been studied either 
from a historical perspective or as a lens 
through which the Constitution should be 
interpreted. Now, one of America’s leading 
constitutional scholars examines each of 
the famous tract’s eighty-five essays and 
makes a compelling case for its continuing 
relevance to the twenty-first century. 
Cloth   2015   376 pp.   
978-0-300-19959-8  $38.00

Islamism
What it Means for the Middle East and the 

World

TAREK OSMAN

In this provocative, vitally important work, 
Egyptian political economist Tarek Osman 
examines the political, social, and cultural 
battle currently raging throughout the 
Middle East, offering an insightful analysis 
of Islamist movements in the region and 
what their thinking, operations, and 
future portends for the region and the 
Western world. 
Cloth   2015   336 pp.  
978-0-300-19772-3  $35.00

The Most Good You Can Do
How Effective Altruism Is Changing Ideas 

About Living Ethically

PETER SINGER

One of our most respected philosophers 
redefines altruism and offers provoca-
tive guidelines for living a fully ethical 
life, choosing a career and lifestyle, and 
calculating which charitable gifts will do 
the most good. 
Cloth   2015   232 pp.   2 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18027-5  $25.00

Ukraine Crisis
What It Means for the West

ANDREW WILSON

A leading Ukraine specialist and firsthand 
witness to the 2014 Uprising combines a 
spellbinding, on-the-scene account of the 
violence in Kiev with a deeply informed 
analysis of what precipitated the events, 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, and  
why problems in the region are far from 
resolution. 
Paper   2014   248 pp.   
978-0-300-21159-7  $17.00

The Ukrainians
Unexpected Nation, Fourth Edition

ANDREW WILSON

The most acute, informed, and up-to-date 

account available today of Ukraine and its 

people, now in its fourth edition. 
Paper   2015   424 pp.   24 b/w illus. +  

2 b/w sections 

978-0-300-21725-4  $23.00

Beyond the University
Why Liberal Education Matters

MICHAEL S. ROTH; WITH A NEW PREFACE 

Michael Roth argues eloquently that since 

America’s founding days, the history of 

liberal education has been closely tied to 

a set of attitudes and values that remain 

crucial to our democracy and our national 

success. 
Paper   2015   248 pp.   

978-0-300-21266-2  $17.00

Cloth   2014   240 pp.  

978-0-300-17551-6  $25.00

If Mayors Ruled the World
Dysfunctional Nations, Rising Cities

BENJAMIN R. BARBER; WITH A NEW PREFACE AND 

APPENDIXES

A distinguished and innovative thinker 

shows why cities and the mayors who run 

them can provide answers to the world’s 

most urgent problems while rescuing 

democracy for the twenty-first century. 
Paper   2014   472 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20932-7  $22.00

Cloth   2013   432 pp.   2 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16467-1  $30.00

The Terror Courts
Rough Justice at Guantanamo Bay

JESS BRAVIN

In this riveting book, a journalist who has 
covered the Guantanamo Bay prison camp 
since its inception reports on the legal, 
political, and moral issues that have stood 
in the way of justice.  
A Publishers Weekly Top-Ten Political Book Pick;  

Washington Post Notable Nonfiction of 2013; 

Winner of the 2013 American Bar Association’s 

Silver Gavel Award

Paper   2014   456 pp.   16 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20559-6  $23.00

Cloth   2013   448 pp.   16 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18920-9  $35.00

Recent & Classic Titles
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Policy StudiesCurrent Events

Recent & Classic Titles New

Captive Audience
The Telecom Industry and Monopoly Power in 

the New Gilded Age

SUSAN CRAWFORD

This important book explores how 

monopolies in the telecommunications 

industry have left Americans paying 

much more but getting much less when it 

comes to high-speed Internet access and 

the effect this has on America’s standing 

in the global economy. 
Paper   2014   368 pp.   

978-0-300-20570-1  $25.00 

Cloth   2013   368 pp.   

978-0-300-15313-2  $30.00

Europe’s Deadlock
How the Euro Crisis Could Be Solved—And 

Why It Won’t Happen

DAVID MARSH

This short, fiercely argued book explains 

how five years of continuous crisis man-

agement not only have failed to resolve 

the Eurozone’s problems but have actually 

made things worse.  
Paper   2013   144 pp.   

978-0-300-20120-8  $20.00

Restless Valley
Revolution, Murder, and Intrigue in the Heart 

of Central Asia

PHILIP SHISHKIN

An award-winning reporter provides a 
vivid account of Central Asia’s wild recent 
history, its role as a staging ground for U.S. 
military actions in nearby Afghanistan, 
and its struggles against violence, corrup-
tion, and the ruinous heroin industry. 

Paper   2014   328 pp.   18 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20591-6  $20.00

Cloth   2013   328 pp.   18 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18436-5  $28.00

The Passage to Europe
How a Continent Became a Union

LUUK VAN MIDDELAAR

This essential book explains the origins of 

the European Union, the forces binding it 

together and driving it forward, and how 

political leaders will surmount the current 

economic turmoil. 
Paper   2014   392 pp.   

978-0-300-20533-6  $30.00

Cloth   2013   392 pp.   

978-0-300-18112-8  $45.00

Sovereignty for Survival
American Energy Development and Indian 

Self-Determination

JAMES ROBERT ALLISON III

This unique volume of social and environ-
mental history documents the successful 
efforts of a coalition of Crow, Northern 
Cheyenne, and other Native American 
tribes in Montana and North Dakota 
in the 1970s to prevent multinational 
energy corporations from developing coal 
reserves on sovereign Indian land. 
the lamar series in western history 
Cloth   2015   256 pp.   5 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20669-2  $45.00

Grounds for Dreaming
Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and 

the California Farmworker Movement

LORI A. FLORES

Offering critical insights about today’s 
U.S. Latino demographic, the farmworker 
rights movement, and future immigration 
policy, this sweeping history details how a 
divided community of Mexican Americans 
and Mexican immigrants in California’s 
Salinas Valley organized for their rights 
in the crucial decades leading up to the 
famed labor strikes led by Cesar Chavez. 
Cloth   2016   288 pp.   31 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-19696-2  $45.00

Planning Democracy
Agrarian Intellectuals and the  

Intended New Deal

JESS GILBERT

In this fresh assessment of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture’s initiatives 
in the late 1930s, the author refocuses 
attention on the democratizing features 
of New Deal agricultural policy and on the 
visionary leaders who advocated continu-
ing education, participatory planning, 
and research conducted by scientists and 
citizens. 
yale agrarian studies series 
Cloth   2015   368 pp.   10 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20731-6  $45.00
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Environmental Politics

New New in paper

From Precaution to Profit
Contemporary Challenges to Environmental 

Protection in the Montreal Protocol

BRIAN J. GAREAU

Gareau reveals how global civil society 

groups and other stakeholders involved in 

the Montreal Protocol are affected by the 

neoliberal discourse, which has left them 

relatively ineffective in their efforts to 

push for environmental protection. 
yale agrarian studies series 

Paper   2015   384 pp.   6 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21315-7  $35.00 

Cloth   2013   384 pp.   6 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17526-4  $85.00

Constructing Private Governance
The Rise and Evolution of Forest, Coffee, and 

Fisheries Certification

GRAEME AULD

An exploration of the history of product 
certification programs in the coffee, 
fishing, and forest industries uncovers 
factors that explain the varied success of 
programs in becoming global governors 
equipped to tackle environmental and 
social problems effectively. 
yale agrarian studies series 
Paper   2014   352 pp.   11 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-19053-3  $30.00

Diplomacy on Ice
Energy and the Environment in the Arctic and 

Antarctic

EDITED BY REBECCA PINCUS AND SALEEM H. ALI; 

FOREWORD BY JAMES GUSTAVE SPETH

As the race for polar resources escalates, 

the potential for international conflict has 

been the focus of much discussion. This 

thoughtful book shifts the conversation 

from conflict to cooperation, emphasiz-

ing the possibilities for diplomacy and 

cooperative decision-making on issues 

affecting the Arctic and Antarctic. 
Cloth   2015   304 pp.   11 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20516-9  $85.00

The Carbon Crunch
Revised and Updated

DIETER HELM

In a new edition of his hard-hitting book 
on climate change, economist Dieter Helm 
looks at how and why we have failed to 
tackle the issue of global warming and 
argues for a new, pragmatic rethinking of 
energy policy. 
Paper   2015   304 pp.   
978-0-300-21532-8  $22.00

Natural Capital
Valuing the Planet

DIETER HELM

A distinguished economist debunks the 
common perception that environmental 
protection hinders economic progress and 
offers hard-hitting recommendations for 
managing global natural resources while 
reversing environmental destruction. 

Cloth   2015   296 pp.  

978-0-300-21098-9  $32.50

A Question of Balance
Weighing the Options on Global Warming 

Policies

WILLIAM NORDHAUS

This vitally important book shows how 

economic analysis can help us to better 

address the challenges of global warming 

and provides a comprehensive model that 

can determine which of many alternative 

proposals will be most cost-beneficial in 

reducing greenhouse-gas emissions. 
Paper   2014   256 pp.   25 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20939-6  $27.50

Cloth   2008   256 pp.   25 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-13748-4  $30.00

The Climate Casino
Risk, Uncertainty, and Economics for a  

Warming World

WILLIAM NORDHAUS

The world’s leading economic thinker on 

climate change clarifies the important 

scientific, political, and economic debates 

and offers specific steps to slow the  

trajectory of global warming now. 
Paper   2015   392 pp.   46 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21264-8  $20.00

Cloth   2013   392 pp.   46 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18977-3  $30.00

New in paper

Recent & Classic Titles

Our e-book editions are available 
from most major e-book stores, 
including the Amazon Kindle 
store, B&N’s Nook store, Google 
editions, Kobo, and Sony
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Law

New New

The Future of Law and Economics
Essays in Reform and Recollection

GUIDO CALABRESI

There are two approaches to the study of 
law and economics. One, the prevailing 
strain, examines the legal system in light 
of economic theory; the other gives equal 
status to law. In a series of compelling  
essays, one of the discipline’s founders 
calls for a shift toward the latter. 
Cloth   2016   224 pp.   
978-0-300-19589-7  $35.00

Imperial from the Beginning
The Constitution of the Original Executive

SAIKRISHNA BANGALORE PRAKASH

The powers and duties of the president of 
the United States as originally envisioned 
by the framers of the U.S. Constitution are 
brought into sharper focus in this compre-
hensive analysis that counters numerous 
long-held misconceptions surrounding 
“the highest office in the land.” 
Cloth   2015   464 pp.   
978-0-300-19456-2  $45.00

The Ages of American Law
Second Edition

GRANT GILMORE; WITH A NEW FOREWORD AND 

FINAL CHAPTER BY PHILIP BOBBITT

In this new edition of Grant Gilmore’s 

classic, the portrait is brought up to date 

with a new chapter by Philip Bobbitt that 

surveys the trajectory of American law 

since the original publication. Bobbitt also 

provides a Foreword on Gilmore and the 

celebrated lectures that inspired The Ages 

of American Law. 
the storrs lectures series 

Paper   2015   248 pp.   

978-0-300-18991-9  $25.00

The Tragedy of William Jennings 
Bryan
Constitutional Law and the Politics of Backlash

GERARD N. MAGLIOCCA

Populist William Jennings Bryan failed 
three times to win the White House. This 
book explores the powerful backlash that 
he inspired during the 1890s, the result-
ing transformation of constitutional law, 
and the lessons for those who advocate 
sweeping change in our own divisive 
times. 
Paper   2014   248 pp.   15 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20582-4  $35.00

American Lynching
ASHRAF H. A. RUSHDY

In this meticulously researched and acces-

sibly written interpretive history, Rushdy 

shows how lynching in America has endured, 

evolved, and changed, from its origins in 

colonial-era Virginia to the present. 
Paper   2014   240 pp.  

978-0-300-20587-9  $29.00

Engines of Truth
Producing Veracity in the Victorian Courtroom

WENDIE ELLEN SCHNEIDER

During the Victorian era, an emerging  
cultural emphasis on truth-telling drove 
the development of new ways of inhibiting 
perjury. Drawing on a broad array of archival 
research, Wendie Schneider chronicles this 
period of experimentation and how its  
innovations—particularly cross-examination 
—shaped contemporary trial procedure. 
Cloth   2016   280 pp.   4 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-12566-5  $85.00

The Constitutional Parent
Rights, Responsibilities, and the Enfranchisement 

of the Child

JEFFREY SHULMAN

Distinguished law professor Jeffrey Shulman 
examines the thorny issues of parental rights 
and child welfare and argues that historical 
precedence and current jurisprudence under-
mine the concept of parents’ sovereign legal 
authority over their children’s lives. 
Cloth   2014   360 pp.   
978-0-300-19189-9  $40.00

No Freedom without Regulation
The Hidden Lesson of the Subprime Crisis

JOSEPH WILLIAM SINGER

Singer corrects a misconception long- 
embraced by both the left and the right, 
reminding both sides what they’ve willfully 
forgotten: government is not inherently 
opposed to free markets or private property, 
rather it is necessary to their very existence. 
Cloth   2015   224 pp.   
978-0-300-21167-2  $32.50
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Gender Nonconformity  
and the Law
KIMBERLY A. YURACKO

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 was originally 
intended to prohibit categorical forms 
of discrimination based on sex, but it is 
increasingly used today to protect work-
ers from demands that they conform to 
stereotypical gender norms. Kimberly 
Yuracko uses specific court decisions to 
explain the varied principles that underlie 
this expansion. 
Cloth   2016   256 pp. 
978-0-300-12585-6  $85.00

The Global War for Internet 

Governance
LAURA DENARDIS

One of the world’s foremost scholars in 

the field explores the vital issue of global 

Internet governance, addressing the 

realities, the controversies, cybersecurity 

concerns, the role of sovereign nations, 

the ever-changing privacy policies of 

social media companies, and the future of 

Internet freedom. 
Paper   2015   296 pp.   9 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-21252-5  $27.50 

Cloth   2014   296 pp.   9 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18135-7  $38.00

Friend of the Court
On the Front Lines with the First Amendment

FLOYD ABRAMS

From the Pentagon Papers to Citizens 
United, Floyd Abrams has litigated the 
most controversial free-speech and free-
press cases of our time. This inspiring and 
controversial collection of his writings  
addresses every key First Amendment 
issue of the past four decades. 
Paper   2014   488 pp.   
978-0-300-20563-3  $25.00

Talent Wants to Be Free
Why We Should Learn to Love Leaks, Raids, and 

Free Riding

ORLY LOBEL

This timely book challenges conventional 
American business wisdom that innova-
tion must involve secrecy, turf battles with 
competitors, and strict control of valuable 
employees. The author proposes essential 
new ways to nourish human talent if the U.S. 
is to keep its competitive edge. 
Cloth   2013   288 pp.   14 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-16627-9  $35.00

The Snail Darter and the Dam
How Pork-Barrel Politics Endangered a Little Fish 

and Killed a River

ZYGMUNT J. B. PLATER

In a narrative that dispels widespread 
misperceptions about the environmental 
battle against the TVA’s final dam project, 
a law professor and his students carry the 
notorious snail darter case through the corri-
dors of Congress and the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Paper   2014   392 pp.   33 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20941-9  $25.00

Cloth   2013   392 pp.   33 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17324-6  $35.00

Learning by Doing
The Real Connection between Innovation, Wages, 

and Wealth

JAMES BESSEN

Author James Bessen explores why techno-
logical advances are not leading to higher 
wages and offers a unique set of policies to 
prevent ever-widening economic inequities 
by encouraging the development of new 
technology-specific skills. 
Cloth   2015   312 pp.   8 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-19566-8  $35.00

This Program Is Brought to You By . . .
Distributing Television News Online

JOSHUA A. BRAUN

Using MSNBC as a case study, this multi-

disciplinary work reveals the dramatic shifts 

contemporary news organizations are  

making in order to deliver content. 
Paper   2015   320 pp.   18 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19750-1  $35.00
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Hubris
Why Economists Failed to Predict the Crisis 

and How to Avoid the Next One

MEGHNAD DESAI

In this accessible book an internationally 
renowned economist explores economic 
developments that led to the financial 
crash of 2007–2008 and the subsequent 
recession. Meghnad Desai uncovers why 
economists failed to see the oncoming 
catastrophe and what must be done to 
avert another. 
Cloth   2015   304 pp.   8 b/w figs. 
978-0-300-21354-6  $28.00

Income Inequality
Why It Matters and Why Most Economists 

Didn’t Notice

MATTHEW P. DRENNAN

The first book-length treatment to refute 
prevailing economic theory and conclu-
sively demonstrate the link between 
income inequality and the 2008 financial 
crisis, as well as reveal the startling  
similarities in consumer behavior in  
the years leading to both the Great  
Depression and the Great Recession. 
Cloth   2015   160 pp.   13 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-20958-7  $40.00

Humans Need Not Apply
A Guide to Wealth and Work in the Age of  

Artificial Intelligence

JERRY KAPLAN

As society stands on the cusp of unprec-
edented change, a Silicon Valley insider 
explains the promise and perils of artificial 
intelligence, proposing free-market chang-
es to our economic and social systems to 
ensure a prosperous and equitable future. 
Cloth   2015   256 pp.   
978-0-300-21355-3  $35.00

Sustainable Lifestyles and the 
Quest for Plenitude
Case Studies of the New Economy

EDITED BY JULIET B. SCHOR AND CRAIG J. THOMPSON 

Through an array of illuminating case 
studies, this hope-filled book offers alter-
natives to our current carbon-intensive 
lifestyle and shows the way forward to 
a more sustainable, empowering, and 
humane economy and society. 
Paper   2014   280 pp.   6 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-19232-2  $25.00

Wildcat Currency
How the Virtual Money Revolution Is  

Transforming the Economy

EDWARD CASTRONOVA

Edward Castronova offers a fascinating 

look at unregulated virtual currencies 

from ThankYou Points to Bitcoin, exploring 

their legal and political ramifications and 

how they will change the global economy 

forever. 
Paper   2015   288 pp.   

978-0-300-21249-5  $20.00 

Cloth   2014   288 pp.   

978-0-300-18613-0  $30.00

Hard Times
Inequality, Recession, Aftermath

TOM CLARK WITH ANTHONY HEATH

A hard-hitting study explores the staggering 

social costs of the Great Recession, and the 

lasting effects of consequent joblessness 

and poverty on individuals, families, and 

communities in the U.S. and the U.K. 
Paper   2015   328 pp.   30 charts and graphs 

978-0-300-21274-7  $22.00

Cloth   2014   312 pp.   30 charts and graphs 

978-0-300-20377-6  $30.00

Austerity
The Great Failure

FLORIAN SCHUI

What does history tell us about the success 

rate of austerity measures in times of eco-

nomic crisis? This timely book explores why 

austerity still has proponents despite its 

long record of failure, and why the concept 

is alien to capitalism. 
Paper   2015   232 pp.   

978-0-300-21277-8  $17.00

Cloth   2014   232 pp.  

978-0-300-20393-6  $26.00

Other People’s Houses
How Decades of Bailouts, Captive Regulators, 

and Toxic Bankers Made Home Mortgages a 

Thrilling Business

JENNIFER TAUB; WITH A NEW PREFACE

This book provides a full account of the 

reckless practices that nearly brought down 

the financial world and warns that yes, it 

could happen again. 
Paper   2015   424 pp.   

978-0-300-21270-9  $20.00

Cloth   2014   416 pp.   

978-0-300-16898-3  $30.00
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Culture Crash
The Killing of the Creative Class

SCOTT TIMBERG

A near-perfect storm of change has put 

countless artists, writers, dancers, and 

musicians out of work. This book is the 

first to look deeply into the roots of the 

crisis of the creative class in America and 

to explore both the human toll and the 

consequences for society. 
Paper   2016   320 pp.   

978-0-300-21693-6  $17.00

Cloth   2015   320 pp.  

978-0-300-19588-0  $26.00

Innovation Economics
The Race for Global Advantage

ROBERT D. ATKINSON AND STEPHEN J. EZELL

This book delivers a critical wake-up call: 
the United States has fallen behind other 
nations in innovation-based economic 
growth. The authors explain why this is of 
great concern and offer original ideas for 
regaining America’s competitive edge. 

Paper   2014   440 pp.   15 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20565-7  $22.00

Cloth   2012   440 pp.   15 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16899-0  $30.00

The Cost Disease
Why Computers Get Cheaper and Health Care 

Doesn’t

WILLIAM J. BAUMOL; WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY DAVID 

DE FERRANTI, MONTE MALACH, ARIEL PABLOS- 

MÉNDEZ, HILARY TABISH, AND LILIAN GOMORY WU

In clear language, a highly respected 
economist explains why the costs of 
health care and higher education continue 
to rise so dramatically and why these 
services can be provided affordably to 
American families. 

Paper   2013   272 pp.   20 b/w illus.

978-0-300-19815-7  $25.00

The Citizen’s Share
Reducing Inequality in the 21st Century

JOSEPH R. BLASI, RICHARD B. FREEMAN, AND  

DOUGLAS L. KRUSE

Based on a ten-year study of profit  

sharing, employee ownership,  and the 

share idea, Blasi, Freeman, and Kruse 

make a compelling case for a return to the 

visionary economic policies of American 

Founding Fathers Washington, Adams, 

Jefferson, and Madison. 
Paper   2014   320 pp.   4 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-20933-4  $20.00

Cloth   2013   304 pp.   4 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19225-4  $38.00

When the Money Runs Out
The End of Western Affluence

STEPHEN D. KING

An eminent economist warns that  

Western nations’ economic expectations 

for the future are way out of sync with 

the realities of economic stagnation, and 

stringent steps will be required to avoid 

massive political and economic upheaval. 
Paper   2014   304 pp.   

978-0-300-20523-7  $20.00 

Cloth   2013   304 pp.  

978-0-300-19052-6  $30.00

Barley, Gold, or Fiat
Toward a Pure Theory of Money

THOMAS QUINT AND MARTIN SHUBIK

Using simple but rigorously defined 
mathematical models that stress the 
full complexity of cash flow constraints, 
Martin Shubik and Thomas Quint explore 
monetary control in a simple exchange 
economy. 
Cloth   2014   360 pp.   6 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18815-8  $125.00

The Bet
Paul Ehrlich, Julian Simon, and Our Gamble 

over Earth’s Future

PAUL SABIN

This gripping history of the clash between 
environmentalists and their conservative 
critics—from the late 1960s to the present 
—traces the origins of the political gulf 
that separates the two sides.  

Paper   2014   320 pp.   24 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-19897-3  $18.00 

Cloth   2013   320 pp.   24 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-17648-3  $28.50
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The Flemish Merchant of Venice
Daniel Nijs and the Sale of the Gonzaga Art 

Collection

CHRISTINA M. ANDERSON

This fascinating study of the 17th  

century’s greatest art sale reveals the 

crucial influence and true character of the 

man who orchestrated it, collector and 

dealer Daniel Nijs. 
Cloth   2015   256 pp.   40 color + 15 b/w 

illus. 978-0-300-20968-6  $65.00

Roads Taken
The Great Jewish Migrations to the New World 

and the Peddlers Who Forged the Way

HASIA R. DINER

Intrepid Jewish peddlers left central and 
eastern Europe, the Ottoman Empire, 
and north Africa for better opportunities 
between the late 1700s and early 1900s. 
This compelling book is the first to tell 
the story of the humble peddler and his 
powerful influence on Jewish history and 
on the histories of the lands to which he 
traveled. 
Cloth   2015   280 pp.   18 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-17864-7  $35.00

Forging Capitalism
Rogues, Swindlers, Frauds, and the Rise of 

Modern Finance

IAN KLAUS

A riveting and wildly entertaining history 

of modern finance teeming with playboys, 

scoundrels, swindlers, and frauds, this 

fascinating chronicle of the evolution of 

trust institutions boldly suggests that vice 

is the true father of Western capitalism. 
yale series in economic and financial history 

Cloth   2014   296 pp.   4 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18194-4  $30.00

Markets and Marketplaces in 

Medieval Italy, c. 1100 to c. 1440 
DENNIS ROMANO

Focusing on the spatial, architectural, 

and artistic elements of the medieval 

marketplace, Dennis Romano argues that 

these bustling sites harbored the origins 

of commercial capitalism and Renaissance 

individualism. 
Cloth   2015   272 pp.   30 color + 70 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16907-2  $65.00

The Business of Slavery and the 
Rise of American Capitalism, 
1815–1860
CALVIN SCHERMERHORN

The development of modern American 
capitalism is viewed through the window 
of the nineteenth-century interstate 
slave trade in a provocative, eye-opening 
history that demonstrates how slavery 
was a national business that transformed 
American lives, North and South, giving 
rise to a consumer society. 
Cloth   2015   352 pp.   12 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-19200-1  $65.00

The Origins of Corporations
The Mills of Toulouse in the Middle Ages

GERMAIN SICARD; TRANSLATED BY MATTHEW 

LANDRY; EDITED BY WILLIAM N. GOETZMANN; WITH 

AN INTRODUCTION BY DAVID LE BRIS, WILLIAM N. 

GOETZMANN, AND SÉBASTIEN POUGET

The historical roots of the modern corpo-
ration are explored in this richly detailed 
and scrupulously researched examination 
of the medieval mill societies in Toulouse, 
France, during the Middle Ages, which 
gave rise to the corporate business  
enterprise as we know it today. 

Cloth   2015   520 pp.   9 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-15648-5  $100.00

Inglorious Revolution
Political Institutions, Sovereign Debt, and 

Financial Underdevelopment in Imperial Brazil

WILLIAM R. SUMMERHILL

After gaining independence in 1822, Brazil 
credibly committed to repay its debts, but 
contrary to prevailing economic theory, 
failed to establish the financial institu-
tions that would enable its domestic 
economy to thrive. In this important case 
study, William Summerhill solves this 
longstanding puzzle about sovereign debt 
and domestic credit markets. 
yale series in economic and financial history 
Cloth   2015   360 pp.   33 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-13927-3  $85.00

Our e-book editions are available 
from most major e-book stores, 
including the Amazon Kindle 
store, B&N’s Nook store, Google 
editions, Kobo, and Sony
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The Great Mirror of Folly
Finance, Culture, and the Crash of 1720

EDITED BY WILLIAM N. GOETZMANN, CATHERINE 

LABIO, K. GEERT ROUWENHORST, AND TIMOTHY G. 

YOUNG; WITH A FOREWORD BY ROBERT J. SHILLER 

This beautifully illustrated book presents a 

unique cultural record of the world’s first 

great financial crisis—the stock market 

crash of 1720 in France, England, and 

Holland—as depicted in the art, literature, 

and commentary of the time. 
yale series in economic and financial history 

Cloth   2013   360 pp.   240 color + 15 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-16246-2  $75.00

A Great Leap Forward
1930s Depression and U.S. Economic Growth

ALEXANDER J. FIELD

This careful study of U.S. growth data 

reveals that the innovation and  

infrastructure development of the 

1930s—not the industrial response to 

WWII—set the stage for the economic 

boom of the following decades. 
Winner of the 2012 Alice Hanson Jones Biennial  

Prize, sponsored by the Economic History Association 

yale series in economic and financial history 

Paper   2012   400 pp.   36 b/w illus. 

978-0-300-18816-5  $32.00

Pivotal Decade
How the United States Traded Factories for 

Finance in the Seventies

JUDITH STEIN

Judith Stein argues that in order to under-
stand our current economic crisis we need 
to look back to the 1970s and the era of 
postwar liberalism, whose practices, high 
wages, and regulated capital produced 
both robust economic growth and greater 
income equality. 
Paper   2011   384 pp.   10 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-17150-1  $30.00

The Iron Way
Railroads, the Civil War, and the Making of 

Modern America

WILLIAM G. THOMAS

This groundbreaking book offers new 
perspectives on the central role of the 
railroads in the decades leading up to the 
Civil War, during the bloody war years, and 
traveling forward into the early years of 
modern America. 
Paper   2013   352 pp.   56 b/w illus. 
978-0-300-18746-5  $22.00
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